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Reality for truckers comes not from 30,000 ft. but 8 ft up from the
roadway through the windshield of experience.
In this dispatch we’ll cover:
why large carriers are announcing record revenues,
when contract rates will fall, and
speed limiters.

Big carriers announce record revenues

Are they just lucky?

Hype: Small carriers and owner-operators are in for a bloodbath. Rates
are dropping, inflation is increasing, and fuel is pricing the small carriers
and owner-operators out of business.
Reality: While all those things seem to be true, rates are still well above
the last 5 year average.
Inflation is increasing but so has revenue.
It isn’t the fuel prices that are hurting the well prepared owneroperator, but the volatility of the prices.
More Reality: New owner-operators who paid exaggerated prices for
used trucks and rely on load boards and brokers for loads may well fail.
Yes, but what about those record revenues for the big carriers?
It all ties together, as these large fleets are not reporting high
revenues because of increased load revenue, but because they are
selling their equipment and property.
By the numbers: Knight-Swift sold $35 million of used equipment in the
first quarter of 2022, and $74.8 million in used property and equipment in
2021.
Heartland sold $37.4 million of equipment in 2021.
Schneider sold $63.9 million in used equipment after losing $6.2
million in 2020.

When will Contract Rates Fall?

Contract rates are slower to adjust.

1 Big Thing: Contract rates historically follow spot rates by 3 months.
Big shippers and carriers are bound to work together based on a
contract of carriage that they have negotiated once or twice in a
business year.
The big picture: Both parties will closely monitor the second and third
quarters of 2022 .
Large carriers have often been their own worst enemies by
purchasing more and more equipment to expand their ability to
handle more freight demand.
Basic law of supply and demand would indicate that if you have less
capacity then you should be able to negotiate higher rates.
It will be interesting to watch as many large carriers have sold off
their used equipment and at the same time are unable to order new
trucks because of chip shortages.
While many predict falling contract rates, this unusual situation may
defy historical precedent.

One More Big Thing: Speed Limiters

Here we go Again

FMCSA has again not listened to the true experts on safe driving as they
propose a rulemaking on speed limiters for heavy duty trucks.
The big picture: Speed limiters on only large trucks creates an uneven
traffic flow where trucks and other vehicles will interact with one another
in far greater numbers.
This increases the risk of crashes and fatalities. Driver’s Education
101 teaches that when moving with traffic it is the safest when all
traffic is moving at the same speed.
Go deeper: Please respond to the FMCSA on this proposed regulation.
See OOIDA for a fact sheet and information on how and when to
respond at: https://fightingfortruckers.com/

My favorite quote that exemplifies to me the owner-operator is from
Theodore Roosevelt:
It is not the critic who counts: not the man who points out how the
strong man stumbles or where the doer of deeds could have done
better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena,
whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood, who strives
valiantly, who errs and comes up short again and again, because
there is no effort without error or shortcoming, but who knows the
great enthusiasms, the great devotions, who spends himself in a
worthy cause; who, at the best, knows, in the end, the triumph of
high achievement, and who, at the worst, if he fails, at least he fails
while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold
and timid souls who knew neither victory nor defeat.
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